
第九课 说话练习 

对话一 

1。 
A B 
Ask what B wants to buy. Tell A what you want. 
Ask what color B likes. (Give B some 
choices.) 

Answer A 

 
 
2. 
A B 
Ask what B wants to buy. Tell what you want to buy and the color of 

the item. 
Ask which size B wants. Answer A which size you wear. 
 
 
3 
A B 
Ask how much a pair of pants costs. Answer A. 
Ask how much the (red, yellow or white) 
shirt costs. 

Answer A.  

Ask how much the two items cost. Answer A. 
Pay B money Give A change, and thank A. 
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对话二 

 
4. 
A B 
Apologize and then say that you would like 
to exchange another pair of shoes because 
this one is too _________. 

Say “No problem”, and then point to a pair 
and ask what A thinks of a pair of 
_________. 

Try it on and tell B that it fits. Ask if you 
need to pay extra money. 

Say no. 

Thank B. Reply. 
 
 
 
5. 
A B 
Apologize and then say that you would like 
to exchange another pair of shoes because 
this one is too _________. 

Say “No problem”, and then point to a pair 
and ask what A thinks of a pair of 
_________. 

Try it on and tell B that it is the same size as 
the one you bought 

Ask A how about a pair of (black, red, 
white, blue, brown, etc.) shoes. 

Tell B that the shoes fit but you don’t like 
the color. Ask B if they have (black, red, 
white, blue, brown, etc.) shoes. 

Say sorry and tell A that you only have 
(black, red, white, blue, brown, etc.) ones. 

Say OK and ask if you need to pay Say no because this pair is the same price as 
the other one 
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